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Normal-state properties of a resonantly interacting p-wave Fermi gas
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Motivated by the recent experimental progress in the study of p-wave resonant Fermi gases, we investigate the
normal-state properties of such a gas. We calculate the universal equation of state and the two p-wave contacts
that characterize the universal properties of the system, in good agreement with experiments. Furthermore our
calculation obtains the superfluid transition temperature Tc within the Nozières and Schmitt-Rink (NSR) scheme
and determines the analytic expressions for Tc in the weak-coupling limit. We show explicitly the nonperturbative
nature of the effective range corrections.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of p-wave Feshbach resonances with ultracold
atomic gases date back to 2003 when they were first observed in
40K [1]. This and subsequent experiments [2–11] have explored
the collisional properties of the gas in detail and showed
that the system suffers significant loss close to resonance. In
contrast, broad s-wave Feshbach resonances are stabilized by
Pauli exclusion of three-body processes, allowing an s-wave
resonant superfluid to be realized [12]. The difference between
the s- and p-wave resonances stems from the existence of
centrifugal barrier in the case of p-wave resonance, which
tends to support quasibound dimer states within the centrifugal
barrier and this leads to significant atom loss, preventing the
study of a resonant p-wave gas in equilibrium [5,13].

However, a recent experimental study [14] of a single
component Fermi gas of 40K, utilizing a fast spectroscopic
measurement, has shown that close to the p-wave Feshbach
resonance, the system can establish quasiequilibrium between
the scattering fermions and the quasibound dimer states, while
suffering an overall loss that still allows the study of properties
of the gases to be conducted. In this way, it is demonstrated ex-
perimentally that the p-wave resonant Fermi gas obeys a set of
universal relations controlled by the p-wave contacts [15–21],
analogous to the s-wave case [22–25]. Unlike the s-wave case
where usually a single parameter, the s-wave scattering length,
is sufficient for the description of the universal properties, in
the p-wave case, one needs to take into account the effective
range corrections in order to formulate a consistent theory
[16]. In the presence of externally or spontaneous broken axial
rotation symmetry, the p-wave contacts have to be extended
to a tensor [26,27] (see also Ref. [28]). Many-body physics
with p-wave resonance has been explored extensively (for
a review, see Ref. [29]), including the discussion of p-wave
polaron [30]. So far, however, no explicit calculation of the
p contacts exists except via Virial expansion [16], leaving
unexplored an exciting regime of p-wave resonant Fermi gases
in the normal state, and in particular, close to the superfluid
transition temperature.
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In this article, we develop a many-body theory for the
normal state of a single component p-wave Fermi gas. We
adopt a two-channel formulation of p-wave resonances and
extend the Nozières and Schmitt-Rink (NSR) scheme for
s-wave resonances [31], emphasizing the role of p-wave
effective range. We calculate the universal equation of state
for the resonant Fermi gases in the normal state and also the
associated p-wave contacts [16]. Finally we determine the
superfluid transition temperature Tc of a p-wave Fermi gas,
using parameters appropriate to the current experiment. An
analytic expression for Tc is also obtained in the weak-coupling
limit that shows explicitly its nonperturbative dependence
on the effective range, and further emphasizes its special
importance as compared with the s-wave case.

II. TWO-CHANNEL MODEL

We adopt a two-channel description of the p-wave Fesh-
bach resonance for a spinless Fermi gas where the Feshbach
resonance is generated by including explicitly a closed-channel
molecular field corresponding to the p-wave bound state. The
noninteracting Hamiltonian

Ĥ0 =
∑

k

εkâ
†
kâk +

∑
m,q

(εq/2 − νm)b̂†m,qb̂m,q, (1)

where â
†
k is the creation operator for (spinless) fermions with

momentum h̄k with kinetic energy εk = h̄2k2/2M , where M

is the fermion mass. b̂
†
m,q is the creation operator for closed-

channel molecules with momentum h̄q and relative angular
momentum projection m. In this work, we work close to a p-
wave resonance and neglect other partial wave scatterings. As a
result, m = 0,±1. In actual experiment for 40K, the resonances
for m = 0 and m = ±1 are split by about 0.5 G [1,14]. This
is taken into account by assuming an m-dependent detuning
νm of the closed-channel molecules. The conversion between
the open channel scattering fermions and the closed-channel
molecules is given by

V̂ =
∑
m,k,q

gm√
2V

kY1m(k̂)â†
q
2 −kâ

†
q
2 +kb̂m,q + H.c., (2)
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where gm is the coupling constant. The matrix element kY1m(k̂)
arises from the p-wave symmetry of the molecules where k =
|k| and k̂ = k/k. The bare coupling constants {νm,gm} can be
related to the low-energy p-wave scattering parameters by a
standard renormalization procedure (hereafter we set h̄ = 1)
[14,15,29]

v−1
m = 4πνm

g2
mM

+ 4π

V

∑
k

1, (3)

R−1
m = 4π

g2
mM2

+ 2π

MV

∑
k

1

εk
, (4)

where we have introduced the p-wave scattering volume vm

and effective range Rm through the low-energy effective range
expansion

k3 cot δm(k) = − 1

vm

− 1

Rm

k2. (5)

δm(k) is the p-wave scattering phase shift with magnetic
projection m. Note that we have neglected the direct p-wave
interaction between the spin-polarized fermions. The total
number of fermions N is given by N = NF + 2NB ≡ NF +
2

∑
m NB,m, where NF = ∑

k a
†
kak and NB,m = ∑

k b
†
m,kbm,k.

In the following, we define the Fermi wave vector kF by
n ≡ N/V = k3

F /(6π2), where n is the number density and V

is the volume of the system.

III. NOZIÈRES AND SCHMITT-RINK SCHEME FOR
P-WAVE GASES

To describe the normal-state properties of a spinless Fermi
gas with p-wave interactions, we adopt the standard Noz-
ières and Schmitt-Rink scheme, extended to the p-wave
channel. In the normal state, the thermodynamic potential
� can be written as � = �F

0 + �M
0 + �int, where �F

0 =
−1/β

∑
k ln[1 + exp(−βξk)] gives the contribution of nonin-

teracting fermions. β = 1/kBT and ξk = εk − μ is the kinetic
energy of fermions measured from its chemical potential
μ. �M

0 = 1/β
∑

m,q ln(1 − exp [−β(εq/2 − 2μ − νm)]) gives
the contribution from bosonic molecules. Note that, while �F

0
depends only on physical parameters, the expression for �M

0
involves the bare detuning νm, which has to be renormalized
later. Within NSR [31], the contribution to � from the inter-
action term is given by the ring diagrams in Fig. 1. Explicitly,
we have

�int =
∑
m,q

∫ ∞

−∞

dz

π

1

eβz − 1

× Im
{

ln
[
1 + g2

m	m(q,z + i0+)GM
0 (q,z + i0+)

]}
,

(6)

where GM
0 (q,iνn) is the Green’s function for noninteracting

molecules,

GM
0 (q,iνn) = 1

iνn − (εq/2 − νm − 2μ)
, (7)

and iνn = 2πni/βh̄ is the bosonic Matsubara frequency with
integer n. The polarization 	m describes the propagation of

k1 +
1
2
q, ωn1 + νn

−k1 +
1
2
q,−ωn1

q, m, νnq, m, νn

gm|k1|Y1m(k̂1) gm|k1|Y ∗
1m(k̂1)

2EF

2EF

Eb

−Eb

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Diagrams that contribute to the thermodynamic po-
tential in the Nozières and Schmitt-Rink scheme. The solid lines
represent the Green’s functions for fermions GA

0 (k,iωn) = [iωn −
(εk − μ)]−1. The dashed lines represent the Green’s function for
molecules GM

0 (q,iνn) of Eq. (7). The vertex is given by gm|k1|Y1m(k̂1),
indicating the p-wave scattering through channel m. (b) Schematic
diagrams of an actual bound state (Eb > 0) that is below the scattering
threshold when vm > 0. (c) For vm < 0, there is a quasibound state in
the continuum with energy −Eb above the threshold. The scattering
energy of two fermions extends to 2EF in a degenerate Fermi gas.

two fermions and is given by

	m(q,iνn) = 1

V

∑
k

{
k2|Y1m(k̂)|2

× 1 − f (ξk+q/2) − f (ξ−k+q/2)

ξk+q/2 + ξ−k+q/2 − iνn

}
, (8)

where f (ξ ) = [exp(βξ ) + 1]−1 is the Fermi distribution func-
tion. A direct evaluation of 	m shows that it is divergent and
requires renormalization. This can be achieved together with
the renormalization of �M

0 by noticing that

ln
[
1 + g2

m	mGM
0

]
= ln g2

m + ln GM
0 + ln

[
g−2

m

(
GM

0

)−1 + 	m

]
. (9)

The first term is a constant and can be neglected. The second
term, when integrated in Eq. (6), cancels precisely �M

0 . One
is thus left with the last term, which, by means of the
renormalization conditions, Eqs. (3) and (4), reduces to

� ≡ �F
0 + �̃int = �F

0 −
∑
m,q

∫
dz

π

1

eβz − 1
δm(q,z), (10)

an expression of identical form as that for the single channel
model [32]. Here δm(q,z) is the p-wave scattering phase shift
and is given by δm(q,z) = −arg[�−1

m (q,z)], where the vertex
function is given by

�−1
m (q,z) = M2

4πRm

z̄ + M

4πvm

+ 	r
m(q,z). (11)
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The renormalized polarization 	r
m(q,z) is

	r
m(q,z) = 	m(q,z) − M

V

∑
k

1 − Mz̄

2V

∑
k

1

εk
, (12)

where z̄ = z − εq/2 + 2μ.

A. Analytic structure of the vertex function

The structure of the vertex function �m can be analyzed
most easily at high temperature where one can neglect
the Fermi distribution factors in Eq. (8). In that limit we
find analytically �−1

m (q,z) = M2/(4πRm)z̄ + M/(4πvm) +
M5/2/(4π )(−z̄)3/2. For vm > 0, this leads to two bound states
where z̄ < 0. In the resonant regime where the dimensionless
parameter |k3

F vm| � 1 and the correspondingly Rm assumes
its natural scale in low-energy scattering (kF Rm � 1), the
two poles of �m(q,z) are given by z̄1 = −Rm/(Mvm) < 0 and
z̄2 = −1/(MR2

m). This means that z̄2 corresponds to a very
deeply bound state which lies outside the validity of effective
range expansion used in our work. In fact, it is known that
z̄2 corresponds to the ghost field where the normalization for
such a state becomes negative [33,34]. As a result, in the
implementation of NSR calculation, we should neglect the z̄2

pole of �−1
m , which is allowed if one is only interested in the

low-energy properties of the system.
The other pole z̄1 = −Rm/(Mvm) < 0 corresponds to a

weakly bound state when vm > 0. This will be referred to as the
BEC side of the resonance [see Fig. 1(b)]. As one tunes across
the resonance (vm = ±∞) towards the BCS side (vm < 0),
the bound state emerges above zero energy and becomes a
quasibound state because of the p-wave centrifugal barrier
[see Fig. 1(c)]. In this case, z̄1 acquires a small imaginary part,
∝Rm/(Mvm)

√
R3

m/v � Rm/(Mvm), because of its couplings
to the scattering fermions. It is interesting to note that distinct
from the s-wave case, where the pole is purely imaginary in
the BCS side of the resonance, in the p-wave case, it has a
dominating real part. This is because of the p-wave centrifugal
barrier which allows for the existence of a quasibound p-wave
dimer state within the centrifugal barrier. For kBT � |z̄2|, it is
then crucial to take into account the contribution from z̄1 pole,
whose energy we denote as Em

b = Rm/(Mvm) below.
In the high-temperature limit EF � kBT � |z̄2|, �̃int can

be expanded to lowest order in fugacity exp(βμ). We can
write δm(q,z) = δM

m (q,z) + δF
m(q,z) in Eq. (10), where δM

m (q,z)
arises from the molecular pole z̄1 and δF

m(q,z) for the scattering
fermions. In the absence of the many-body medium effects
[neglecting the Fermi distribution function in Eq. (8)], one can
reduce Eq. (10) to the standard virial expansion results where
δM
m (q,z) gives the contribution from bound molecules and

δF
m(q,z) for the scattering fermions [32]. At temperature T >

Tc and for a given set of scattering parameters {vm,Rm}, one
can solve for the thermodynamic potential in Eq. (10) together
with the number equation N = NF + 2NB = −∂�/∂μ.

IV. ENERGETICS AND UNIVERSAL EQUATION OF STATE

In experiment, the effective range Rm is approximately a
constant around resonance and, furthermore, independent of
magnetic quantum number m. As a result, we set Rm = R in
the following for simplicity. On the other hand, the resonances

FIG. 2. Relative free energy Fxy,z = Fxy,z − F 0
xy,z as a function

of −Em
b /EF close to the xy and z resonances at kBT = 0.8EF . Here

F 0
xy,z is the corresponding free energy for noninteracting system.

In our calculation, we have set kF R = 0.04, appropriate to the
experiment. Fxy (solid line) is always smaller than that of the Fz

(dashed line) due to multiple molecular bound states. Inset shows the
chemical potential μxy,z as a function of −Em

b /EF for the same set
of parameters.

for m = 0 (z resonance) and m = ±1 (xy resonance) are split
due to magnetic dipole-dipole interactions [9]. In the vicinity of
the xy resonance, there are two possible molecular states in the
closed channel, while for the z resonance, there is only one. In
40K experiments, these two resonances are well separated and
do not interfere with each other which allows us to investigate
the properties of the gas for the xy and z resonance separately.

The free energy Fxy,z ≡ �xy,z + μxy,zN of the system can
be written in the following universal form around the xy and z

resonances: Fxy,z = NEF fxy,z(kF R, − Em
b /EF ,kBT/EF ). In

this work, we focus on the dependences of fxy,z on Em
b /EF ,

assuming kF R = 0.04, a typical experimental value. Note
that the scaling form for Fxy,z works for both normal and
superfluid phases. For normal state, we calculate the scaling
functions fxy,z within NSR for kBT = 0.8EF (see Fig. 2).
For both resonances, the free energy decreases monotonically
from the BCS side to the BEC side. Throughout the crossover,
fxy < fz since there exist two molecular bound states for xy

resonance and this lowers its free energy. In fact, the difference
|fxy − fz| increases as one moves towards the BEC limit. Close
to resonance, the reduction of free energy is of the order of
Fermi energy, indicating strong p-wave interactions.

V. p-WAVE CONTACTS

One of the most exciting aspects of the p-wave resonantly
interacting Fermi gas is the existence of an extended set of
universal relations involving the p-wave contacts. As in the
s-wave case, the p-wave contacts determine the universal
properties of the system including their response to external
radio-frequency field, which has been utilized to measure the
p-wave contacts in recent experiment [14]. Theoretically, one
can calculate the values of the relevant contacts using the
adiabatic theorems, which relate them to the variation of the
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FIG. 3. Contacts Cxy,z
v (left) and C

xy,z

R (right) as a function of
−Em

b /EF for kBT = 0.8EF and kF R = 0.04. Cxy
v (solid line) and Cz

v

(dashed line) decrease monotonically from the BEC to the BCS side
with Cz

v always smaller than Cxy
v . On the other hand, both C

xy

R (solid
line) andCz

R (dashed line) vanish at resonancev = ±∞ and depend on
−Em

b /EF nonmonotonically. The magnitude of Cz
R is always smaller

than C
xy

R .

free energy with respect to the scattering parameters:

∂F

∂v−1
z

∣∣∣∣
R,T

= − Cz
v

2M
,

∂F

∂R−1

∣∣∣∣
vz,T

= − Cz
R

2M
, (13)

and the similar equation for the xy resonance.
In Fig. 3, we show the calculated values of C

xy,z
v and

C
xy,z

R within NSR for kF R = 0.04 and kBT = 0.8EF . C
xy,z
v

is monotonically decreasing as a function of −Em
b /EF from

the BCS to BEC side and is always positive, consistent with
the general requirement [16]. C

xy
v is always greater than Cz

v ,
indicating a stronger dependence of Fxy on −Em

b /EF than Fz

due to multiple bound states in the closed channel. On the
other hand, C

xy,z

R shows nonmonotonic behavior as a function
of −Em

b /EF , with maximal value always achieved in the BCS
side of the resonance. Note that even though C

xy,z

R changes
sign across the resonance and vanishes when v = ±∞, the
magnitude of C

xy

R is always larger than Cz
R , consistent with

stronger interactions around the xy resonance.
One interesting aspect of a narrow (kFRm � 1) p-wave

resonance is that the quasibound dimer state has a long
lifetime especially close to resonance (R3

m/vm � 1). The small
imaginary part, which also sets the scale for the fermion-
dimer coupling, thus suggests that the coupling between them
is small and one may, to a very good approximation, treat
fermions and dimers as two-independent components. Since
within the NSR scheme, we did not take into account the
direct fermion interactions, this means that one may be able to
understand the NSR calculation in terms of the fermion-dimer
mixture model. Recall that for a collection of noninteracting
p-wave dimers with binding energy Rm/Mvm, Cv,m = 2Rm

and CR,m = −2R2
m/vm [14], this means that CR,m/Cv,m =

−Rm/vm. Or in dimensionless form, we have

CR,m/kF

Cv,mkF
= −1

2

Em
b

EF
. (14)

FIG. 4. Comparison with fermion-dimer mixture model shows
that, in the resonance region, the prediction of NSR tracks closely
that of the mixture model. Blue lines shows the NSR calculation and
black dashed line indicates the prediction of mixture model, Eq. (14).

Indeed, if we plot the dimensionless ratio as in Fig. 4, we find
that in the resonance regime, the linear relation is very well
captured by the fermion-dimer mixture model except when the
quasibound state moves out of the fermion continuum (∼2EF).

VI. SUPERFLUID TRANSITION TEMPERATURES

Near a broad s-wave Feshbach resonance, superfluidity is
the most robust at unitarity: the coherence length is shortest and
the critical current is largest [12]. Near a p-wave resonance, the
pairing symmetry is richer [29,35–38], and additional internal
structure breaks scale invariance. In our formulation, apart
from the splitting of resonance of m = ±1 (xy) and m = 0 (z),
the vertex function �m is diagonal in m. This means that close
to xy resonance around Tc, the superfluid order parameter is
of the axial form, with gap function k having the symmetry
Y1±1(k̂) or their superposition. The detailed form cannot be
obtained from our calculation within NSR. It is known that,
however, the ground-state order parameter should be of the
pure Y1±1(k̂) form [35]. Close to the z resonance, the order
parameter is the standard polar form, for which k ∝ kz. Using
the Thouless criterion, we can write the equation for Tc close
to the z resonance as �−1

z (0,0) = 0, or explicitly

M2μ

2πR
+ M

4πv
+ 	r

z(0,0) = 0, (15)

and similar equation determining the Tc for xy resonance by
replacing 	r

z with 	r
xy .

In Fig. 5, we show the calculated critical temperature for
the xy and z resonance. For the xy resonance, the critical
temperature is always lower than that for the z resonance. This
is because, for the xy resonance, there are two molecular states
in the closed channel which reduce the quantum degeneracy
of the system. This is particularly evident in the BEC limit
where all N/2 bosons are divided between two molecular
states (with m ± 1, each with number N/4 and density n/4),
so the corresponding critical temperature for BEC is given
by T

xy
c /TF = 0.086. For the z resonance, there is only one

molecular state with m = 0 and the corresponding number
density is N/2V = n/2. This gives a higher critical tempera-
ture T z

c /TF = 0.137. These values are also consistent with the
calculated Tc via NSR in the BEC side. The general behavior of
Tc in our calculation is consistent with that of Ref. [39], where,
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FIG. 5. Critical temperature Tc as a function of −Em
b /EF for the

xy (solid line) and z resonances (dashed line). The dotted line is
the asymptotic Tc in the BCS limit for the z resonance given by
Eq. (16). Inset shows the respective chemical potentials for the xy

and z resonances.

however, the dependence of Tc on the low-energy scattering
parameters {vm,Rm} is implicit since it uses the bare coupling
constants with a cutoff.

In the BCS limit, v → 0−, the attractive interaction is
very weak and Tc becomes very small. In this limit, Eq. (15)
simplifies considerably and one can obtain the asymptotic
value of Tc as

Tc = 8γ μ̃

π
TF exp

[
−8

3
μ̃

3
2

]
exp

[
πμ̃

2kF R
+ π

2k3
F v

]
, (16)

where γ = 1.78107 is the exponential of the Euler constant
and μ̃ = μ/EF . Note the standard exponential dependences
on the p-wave interaction parameter, the scattering volume v,
similar to the s-wave case. In addition, it should be noted that
the dependence on the effective range R is also nonanalytic,
indicating the importance of finite range corrections in a
dilute p-wave superfluid. Setting μ̃ = 1 in Eq. (16), one can
equivalently write [40]

Tc = 8γ

π
TF exp

[
−8

3

]
exp

[
π

2kF R

(
1 − Eb

2EF

)]
, (17)

showing that Tc changes rapidly around Eb/EF ≈ 2 when
the quasibound p-wave state moves out of the scattering
continuum.

At the critical temperature T = Tc, the corresponding
chemical potential μxy,z as a function of Em

b /EF is shown
in the inset of Fig. 5. The chemical potential μxy,z is
approximately half of the binding energy Em

b and is thus
linear in Em

b over a wide range of interaction, but it quickly
approaches EF around Em

b /EF ≈ 2 in the BCS limit.
When μ = 0, there is a simple relation between the critical
temperature and the scattering volume v

1

k3
F v

∣∣∣∣
μ=0

= 2 − √
2

2
√

π
ζ (3/2)

(
Tc

EF

)3/2

, (18)

where Tc is the critical temperature at μ = 0. We note that
this relation is independent of the effective range R.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we studied the normal-state properties of
a resonantly interacting p-wave Fermi gas. The universal
equation of state, the p-wave contacts, and the superfluid
transition temperatures Tc are obtained using a two-channel
formulation. We show that, for the resonance with m = ±1,
our estimation of the transition temperatures using actual
experimental parameters is quite encouraging experimentally.
We also show that due to the small effective range kFRm � 1,
the prediction of the NSR calculation is similar to that of the
fermion-dimer mixture model.

There remain further important theoretical questions
to be investigated such as the analogous Gor’kov-Melik-
Barkhudarov correction to Tc from medium polarizations [41].
It might be also useful to include the residue fermion-fermion
interactions to see how they modify the fermion-dimer mixture
model. Experimentally, it would be very useful to find p-wave
resonances with a larger effective range and investigate
the many-body effects arising from stronger fermion-dimer
couplings.
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